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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we address a power allocation problem in a relay-

aided cognitive network. The network is composed by a primary

and secondary user/destination pair and a relay, which helps the

communication between the secondary user and its destination. The

transmission of the secondary user and the helping relay is allowed

provided that a minimum quality of service (QoS) constraint is met

at the primary user. First, we derive the achievable rate regions

under Decode-and-Forward (DF) and Compress-and-Forward (CF)

relaying schemes. Then, we provide analytic expressions of the

optimal power allocation policies at the secondary user and the

relay. Remarkably, if the secondary direct link is negligible - the

communication takes place only via the relay - DF is proven to

always outperform CF, irrespective from the system parameters. If

the secondary direct link is not negligible, our numerical results

illustrate that DF outperforms CF only when the relay is close to

the secondary user.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the ever increasing number of communicating devices, one

widely accepted solution for the next generation of wireless com-

munication systems relies on cooperative communications [3]. Due

to the nature of the wireless medium, all receivers within the range
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of a given transmitter can overhear its outgoing signals. Tradition-

ally, the unintended signals were treated as additional noise, but in

cooperative communications, one exploits these interfering signals

to improve the network capacity [3].

The most basic model of such a cooperative communication is

the relay channel, introduced by [23], where a relay helps the com-

munication between a source and a destination. One key question

is what operation the relay should perform in order to achieve the

highest user’s rate. Two main relaying schemes have been proposed

in information theory: Decode-and-Forward (DF), where the relay

decodes the message sent by the user and Compress-and-Forward

(CF), where the relay quantizes the received signal [2]. Usually,

none of these two relaying schemes perform best for all setups

(in terms of the channel gains, noise variances, user’s power, etc.).

Nevertheless, these two relaying schemes have been shown to per-

form well over various extensions of the relay channel, such as: the

two-way relay channel [12], where the relay helps a bi-directional

communication between two users; the relay channel with corre-
lated noises [16]; the diamond relay channel [15], where two relays

help a bidirectional communication between two users; the multi-
way relay channel [17], where a single relay helps multiple users

grouped into clusters; and the interference relay channel [1, 14].
In this paper, we study a cognitive radio network, in which the

secondary user is aided by a relay node operating in full-duplex

mode. The objective is to find the optimal power control policies

at both the secondary user and the relay node that maximize the

opportunistic capacity while not disturbing too much the primary

transmission. We assume that the primary user shares the spectrum

with the secondary network and tolerates the resulting interference

provided that it achieves a predefined target Shannon rate.

Resource allocation problems and in particular power allocation

problems have been widely studied in cognitive radio networks

[8–10, 19]. Game theory is employed in [19] to investigate the in-

teraction between autonomous opportunistic users in a distributed

multi-antenna (MIMO) cognitive radio (CR) network. In [8, 10] the

centralized problem of joint scheduling and power allocation has

been investigated in a multi-carrier CR network from a rate max-

imization and a power minimization perspective, respectively. In

[9], an adaptive power allocation scheme is proposed in a dynamic

MIMO CR network that can vary in an arbitrary and unpredictable

manner. However, none of the aforementioned works investigate

the impact of cooperative relaying on the performance of the sec-

ondary network.

Regarding relay-aided cognitive radio networks, there exists a

vast literature on the topic: [5–7, 18, 21, 22, 24, 27, 28]. Several

works investigate power allocation problems [5, 6] from an outage

probability maximization perspective, whereas in this paper we

are interested in the rate maximization problem. The authors of
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[7, 22, 24], investigate rate maximization problems in relay-aided

cognitive radio networks and focus on Amplify-and-Forward re-

laying, whereas here we focus on two different relaying schemes,

namely DF and CF. Another difference lies in the constraints im-

posed by the primary users; in [7, 22, 24], maximum peak inter-

ference constraints are considered, while we focus on a minimum

Quality of Service (QoS) constraint.

The closest work to ours is [26], in which the authors investigate

the energy-efficient maximization and rate maximization problems

in a relay-aided cognitive radio network assuming DF relaying.

The main differences between our work and [26] are three-fold.

First, we study and compare two relaying schemes (DF and CF)

instead of only DF. Second, our model is different in that we do

not neglect the secondary direct link but we neglect the interfering

link from the secondary user to the primary receiver, whereas in

[26] the opposite case is investigated. Finally, we consider a QoS-

based constraint imposed by the primary user as opposed to peak

interference constraints.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as fol-

lows. First, we introduce a minimum Quality of Service (QoS) con-

straint to protect the primary user different than the more common

maximum interference constraints [8], which allows the secondary

user to transmit as long as the primary user achieves its desired

target Shannon rate. Second, we derive the optimal power control

policy at the secondary transmitter and the relay for two different

relaying protocols: DF and CF. When the secondary direct link

is negligible, DF provides always better results than CF, because

of the lack of side information. If the secondary direct link is not

negligible, DF outperforms CF only if the relay is close to the sec-

ondary user. At last, a suite of numerical simulations are provided

to compare the performance results of the two protocols in various

scenarios in function of the system parameters.

Although Amplify-and-Forward (AF) could be seen as a less

complex alternative relaying scheme than DF and CF, we do not

consider it in this work because of its poor performance in multi-

user interference settings. Indeed, not only the useful signal and

the noise are amplified but also all the interference terms. Adding

to this the constraints imposed by the primary user, AF is unlikely

to perform competitively with either DF or CF.

2 SYSTEM AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

UP

US

R

DP

DS

hPP

hPR

hSR hRS

hRP

hSS

Primary network

Secondary network

Figure 1: Cognitive relay-aided network

In this paper, we focus on a cognitive network depicted in Fig-

ure 1, where the primary network is composed by a primary user

UP and its associated destination DP , whereas the secondary net-

work is composed by a user US , its destination DS and a relay R.
The relay node operates in a full-duplex mode and can receive and

transmit information at the same time and on the same frequency.

We assume that perfect self-interference cancellation is performed

at the relay. We also consider restricted encoders such that the

nodes’ inputs depend only of the current message and not on previ-

ously decoded symbols. For simplicity, the interfering links between

the two user-destination pairs are assumed to be negligible. This

situation can occur for instance when the user-destination pairs

are located far away from one another.

Under the above assumptions, the received signals at the relay

and at destination Di , i ∈ {P , S} are given as:

YR = hPRXP + hSRXS + ZR , (1)

Yi = hRiXR + hiiXi + Zi , (2)

where XP , XS and XR are the transmitted signals of the primary

user, secondary user and the relay, respectively; ZR and Zi , i ∈

{P , S}, model the effect of the Additive White Gaussian Noise

(AWGN) at the relay and at destination Di . Let NR and Ni denote

the variance of the received noises ZR and Zi . We also denote by

PP , PS , and PR the average powers of the input signals XP , XS , and

XR , respectively; and assume that the secondary user and the relay

are power-constrained devices such that PS ≤ PS and PR ≤ PR .
Regarding the temporal sequence of message events, we consider

a typical Block Markov coding such that, during each block k , the
nodes receive and can process the messages sent during the previ-

ous block k − 1.

The following notations will be used throughout the paper:

дi= h
2

i , i ∈ {PP , PR,RP , SS, SR,RS} (3)

A =
дPPPP(

1 +
дPP PP
NP

)(1−τ )
− 1

, (4)

C(x) =
1

2

log
2
(1 + x). (5)

Let RP denote the achievable rate of the primary user and RP
its single user achievable rate (in the absence of the secondary

network), which can be easily computed as RP = C
(
дPP PP
NP

)
. Let

RS denote the achievable rate of the secondary user.

The goal in this paper is to maximize the achievable secondary

rate RS under the following QoS constraint that protects the pri-

mary transmission:

RP ≥ (1 − τ )RP . (6)

Intuitively, if the presence of the secondary user does not degrade

the rate of the primary user more than a fraction τ ∈ [0, 1] of its

(single user) initial rate, then the secondary user and the relay are

allowed to transmit. If τ = 0, no degradation is permitted by the

primary user and the secondary relay is forced to stay silent. At the

opposite, if τ = 1, then the secondary network is always allowed to

transmit irrespective from the harmful interference to the primary

user.
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To sum up, the optimization problem under study writes as

maximize

PR , PS
RS

subject to RP ≥ (1 − τ )RP ,

0 ≤ PS ≤ PS ,

0 ≤ PR ≤ PR .

(7)

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3

and Section 4, we will first characterize the achievable rate region

for two standard relaying schemes in Information Theory, Decode-

and-Forward (DF) and Compress-and-Forward (CF). Based on these

achievable rates, we will then rewrite our optimization problem

and derive the optimal power control policies. In Section 5, we will

compare the optimal performance obtained by these two relaying

schemes. When the secondary direct link becomes negligible, we

will analytically prove the superiority of the DF scheme over the

CF scheme. In general this does not hold and our numerical results

will illustrate different settings in which either DF or CF performs

best. We will also question the utility of the relay. Finally, Section 6

concludes the paper and Section 7 contains our theoretical proofs.

3 DECODE-AND-FORWARD RELAYING
We start with thewell knownDecode-and-Forward relaying scheme.

Since the relay is part of the secondary network, it considers the

signal from the primary user as additional noise when decoding the

secondary user’s message. Similarly, since the primary destination

is not interested in decoding the message from the secondary user,

the signal received from the relay will be treated as additional noise.

The following achievable rate region is obtained.

Proposition 3.1. The following rate region is achievable over the
cognitive relay-aided network, where the secondary relay employs a
DF scheme and considers as noise the primary user’s message:

⋃
0≤α ≤1

(RP ,RS ) : RP ≤C

(
дPPPP

дRPPR + NP

)
RS ≤C

(
min

{
fDF ,1(α , PS , PR );fDF ,2(α , PS , PR )

})
,

where fDF ,1(α , PS , PR ) and fDF ,2(α , PS , PR ) are given as

fDF ,1(α , PS , PR ) =
дSR (1 − α)PS
дPRPP + NR

and

fDF ,2(α , PS , PR ) =
дSSPS + дRSPR + 2

√
дRSдSSαPSPR

NS
.

The proof follows similarly to [4]. At the secondary user, su-

perposition coding is used, where α allows to tradeoff the power

between the repetition of the message sent in the previous block

and sending a new message. The constraint on the primary rate

follows by considering the perfect recovering of XP at the primary

destination by treating the message from the relay as additional

noise. The two constraints on the secondary rate are obtained by

performing a perfect recovering of XS at the relay (by treating

the message from the primary user as additional noise) and at the

secondary destination.

From Proposition 3.1, if the relay performs DF, our optimization

problem in (7) becomes

maximize

PR , PS ,α
min

{
fDF ,1(α , PS , PR ); fDF ,2(α , PS , PR )

}
subject to дRPPR ≤ A − NP ,

0 ≤ PS ≤ PS ,

0 ≤ PR ≤ PR ,

0 ≤ α ≤ 1

(8)

The constraints are affine and define a convex feasible set. How-

ever, it can be easily checked that the objective function is not

jointly concave w.r.t. (PR , PS ,α) and, hence, the optimization prob-

lem above is not convex. Remarkably, we can still solve it analyti-

cally and in closed-form by exploiting the monotonicity properties

of the functions fDF ,1(α , PS , PR ) and fDF ,2(α , PS , PR ).

Theorem 3.2. If NP ≥ A, no interference coming from the relay
is tolerated at the primary destination and the solution of (8) is trivial:
P∗R = 0,α∗ = 0, and P∗S = PS . The optimal achievable rate is

R∗S = C

(
min

{
дSRPS

дPRPP+NR
,
дSS PS
NS

})
.

If NP < A, then the relay is allowed to transmit and the optimal

powers are given as P∗S = PS and P∗R = min

{
PR ,

A−NP
дRP

}
. The opti-

mal choice of α depends on the system parameters:

a) if
дSRP ∗

S
дPRPP+NR

≤
дSS P ∗

S+дRS P
∗
R

NS
, thenα∗ = 0 and the optimal achiev-

able rate equals R∗S = C
(

дSRPS
дPRPP+NR

)
;

b) otherwise, α∗ = α̂ , where α̂ ∈ (0, 1] is the unique intersection point
between fDF ,1 and fDF ,2 w.r.t. α ∈ [0, 1]; the optimal achievable rate

equals R∗S = C
(
fDF ,1(α̂ , PS , P

∗
R )
)
= C

(
fDF ,2(α̂ , PS , P

∗
R )
)
.

The detailed proof is given in Subsection 7.1.

Intuitively, if the primary destination is in poor conditions and

the received noise is too high, then no additional interference from

the secondary relay is tolerated. Otherwise, the relay is allowed

to transmit. Also, since the achievable rate is increasing with the

available powers PS and PR , the optimal solution is to transmit at

the maximum powers, provided that the primary user meets its

QoS constraint. Regarding α , the optimal solution is to balance the

two opposing terms fDF ,1 and fDF ,2.

4 COMPRESS-AND-FORWARD RELAYING
Here, we assume that the relay performs Compress-and-Forward.

Similarly to DF, since the primary user is not interested in decoding

the message from the secondary user, the signal received from the

relay will be treated as additional noise at the primary destination.

Proposition 4.1. The following rate region is achievable over the
cognitive relay-aided network, where the secondary relay employs a
CF scheme and considers as noise the primary user’s message:⋃

(RP ,RS ) : RP ≤ C

(
дPPPP

дRPPR + NP

)
RS ≤ C

(
PS

(
дSR

дPRPP + NR + D
+
дSS
NS

))
,

where D = PS (дPRдSS PP+дSRNS+дSSNR )+NS (дPRPP+NR )
дRS PR .
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Concerning the proof, the constraint obtained for the primary

user’s rate is obtained by considering a perfect recovering of XP at

the primary destination by treating the message from the relay as

additional noise. The relay performs compression and the secondary

message is recovered at the secondary destination using Wyner-Ziv

coding with side information, similarly to [20].

We can rewrite the secondary user’s rate as follows

RS ≤ C(fCF (PS , PR )) with

fCF (PS , PR )=
дSRдRSPRPS

(дPRPP+NR )(дRSPR+NS+дSSPS )+дSRPSNS
+
дSSPS
NS

.

Using this reformulation, when the relay performs CF, our opti-

mization problem in (7) reduces to

maximize

PR , PS
fCF (PS , PR )

subject to дRPPR ≤A − NP ,

0 ≤PS ≤ PS ,

0 ≤PR ≤ PR

(9)

This optimization problem is not convex because of its non-

concave objective, but the optimal solution can be obtained by

investigating the monotonicity properties of the objective function,

as in Section 3.

Theorem 4.2. If NP ≥ A, no interference from the relay is toler-
ated at the primary destination and the optimal power allocation of (9)

is P∗R = 0, P∗S = PS and the achievable rate equals R∗S = C
(
дSS PS
NS

)
.

If NP < A, then the optimal power allocation is given as P∗S = PS

and P∗R = min

{
PR ,

A−NP
дRP

}
. In this case, the optimal achievable rate

equals R∗S = C
(
fCF (PS , P

∗
R )
)
.

The proof follows via similar steps as in Theorem 3.2 and the

details are omitted here. Notice that fCF (PS , PR ) is an increasing

function of PR (for any fixed PS ) and is also increasing with PS
(for any fixed PR ). This means that, when the relay is allowed to

transmit, then the optimal strategy is to transmit at maximum

power while ensuring the primary user’s QoS constraint: P∗S =

PS and P∗R = min

{
PR ,

A−NP
дRP

}
.

5 RELAYING SCHEMES COMPARISON
In this Section, we investigate which of the two protocols performs

best and under which conditions. To this aim, we start with a simple

case in which the secondary direct link is negligible,дSS = 0, before

moving to the general case.

5.1 Negligible secondary direct link (дSS = 0)
Wewill first focus on the case where the direct link in the secondary

network is negligible for simplicity. This can occur if the secondary

user and its destination are located far apart.

We start by providing the achievable rate regions under DF and

CF in this special case. The expressions can be easily derived by

replacing дSS = 0 in Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 4.1. Never-

theless, the coding schemes to achieve the rate regions are quite

different when there is no direct link in the secondary network and,

hence, the proofs behind these results cannot be derived from the

proofs of Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 4.1.

Proposition 5.1. The following rate region is achievable over
the cognitive relay-aided network when the secondary direct link is
negligible, when the relay employs a DF scheme:⋃

(RP ,RS ) :RP ≤ C

(
дPPPP

дRPPR + NP

)
RS ≤ min

{
C

(
дSRPS

дPRPP + NR

)
,C

(
дRSPR
NS

) }
.

In the absence of the secondary direct link, no superposition

coding is possible and the rate region above follows simply from

point-to-point considerations and the fact that both the relay and

the secondary destination must correctly decode their incoming

signals (sent by the secondary user and the relay, respectively).

Proposition 5.2. The following rate region is achievable over
the cognitive relay-aided network when the secondary direct link is
negligible, when the relay employs a CF scheme:⋃

(RP ,RS ) : RP ≤ C

(
дPPPP

дRPPR + NP

)
RS ≤ C

(
f 0CF (PS , PR )

)
with

f 0CF (PS , PR ) =
дSRдRSPRPS

дRSPR (дPRPP + NR ) + NS (дSRPS + дPRPP + NR )

The proof uses the following ingredients. The relay quantizes

its observation based on nested lattices. The secondary destination

first recovers the quantization index, estimates the observation

of the relay without any side information, and then decodes the

transmitted signal. The details are given in Subsection 7.2.

Now, since the secondary users’ rates can be obtained by replac-

ing дSS = 0 in the general formulations (8) and (9), the solutions

P∗S and P∗R can be easily found from Theorems 3.2 and 4.2. Note

that for DF there is no superposition coding in this case and, thus,

α = 0.

What is remarkable is that we can rigorously prove that DF

always outperforms CF in this particular case.

Theorem 5.3. If the secondary direct link is negligible, the DF
relaying scheme always outperforms CF in terms of secondary achiev-
able rate.

The proof is detailed in Subsection 7.3.

This result is rather surprising in the field of cooperative com-

munications. For the Gaussian relay channel for instance, it is well

known that DF outperforms CF if the relay is close to the user and

DF is outperformed by CF when the relay is close to the destina-

tion. In our case, the CF scheme suffers from the absence of the

direct link in the secondary network. This leads to the lack of any

side information in the decoding step when estimating the signal

received at the relay.

5.2 Non-negligible direct link (дSS > 0)
In the particular case in which the secondary direct link is negli-

gible, we have proved rigorously that the best relaying strategy is

always DF. If the direct link is not negligible дSS > 0, this result no
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longer holds and the best relaying scheme between DF and CF will

depend on the system parameters. Providing an analytic answer is

highly nontrivial and, hence, we provide below a numerical analysis

instead.

The following setup will be considered in the remaining of the

paper unless otherwise specified.
1
We assume that the nodes of our

network are placed in a square cell of size 1 × 1. The position of

the primary user and destination and of the secondary user and

destination are fixed. The relay’s position ranges over the cell. All

channel gains are giving assuming a common path-loss model as

1/d3/2, where d is the distance between the two considered entities.

For the first setup, we further assume that NS = NR = 1, NP =

10, and that the primary average power PP and the peak powers

PR and PS are all equal to 10. The coordinates ofUi , Di , i ∈ {P , S}
are given asUP (0.1; 0.8), DP (0.2; 0.9),US (0.1; 0.1), DS (0.9; 0.1).

Figure 2 shows a comparison between the secondary rates achieved

with DF and CF for τ = 10% - the primary user tolerates a 10% rate

degradation. The light grey area corresponds to the set of relay’s

position where DF performs strictly better than CF, whereas the

dark grey region corresponds to the set of relay’s position where

CF performs strictly better than DF. Similarly to the Gaussian relay

channel, we remark that DF outperforms CF when the relay is close

to the secondary user. Otherwise, CF outperforms DF.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

U
S

U
P

D
P

D
S

DF > CF

CF > DF

Figure 2: DF vs. CF comparison as a function of the relay
position in the first setup. In the light gray area, DF outper-
forms CF, while in the dark gray area DF is outperformed by
CF.

In the remaining of this Section, we investigate whether the

relay is useful or harmful, when there is a non-negligible secondary

direct link, or, otherwise stated, if the rate achieved with DF and

CF can fall below the point-to-point rate (without the relay).

5.3 Is the relay always useful?
Without using the relay, the point-to-point achievable rate equals

C

(
дSS PS
NS

)
. Here, the aim is to compare this rate with the ones

1
This numerical setup is chosen arbitrarily for illustrative purposes.We have conducted

extensive simulations for different other settings and all our observations remain valid

irrespective from the specific choice of the various parameters.

obtained by using the relay, which are given in Proposition 3.1 and

Proposition 4.1.

Proposition 5.4. The achievable rate with the DF relaying scheme
is always larger than the point-to-point one (over the direct link) if

дSRP ∗
S

дPRPP+NR
≥

дSS P ∗
S+дRS P

∗
R

NS
. Otherwise, depending on the system

parameters both cases arise:

a) if
дSRP ∗

S
дPRPP+NR

≤
дSS P ∗

S
NS

≤
дSS P ∗

S+дRS P
∗
R

NS
, the relay is harmful;

b) if
дSS P ∗

S
NS

≤
дSRP ∗

S
дPRPP+NR

, the relay is useful to the secondary user.

The proof is given in Subsection 7.4.

The fact that the presence of the relay can harm the secondary

user’s rate comes from the DF scheme which imposes the relay to

decode perfectly the transmitted signal. Hence, the quality of the

link between US and R constrains the achievable rate. Otherwise

stated, when the relay is in poor reception conditions, the secondary

user has to transmit at a slow rate.

Figure 3 compares the secondary rate achieved by the DF scheme

with the achieved rate without the relay. The following setup mod-

ifications are considered here: all noises are of unit variance, and

PP = 10, whereas PR = PS = 1. The coordinates of the users

and destinations are given as:UP (0.1; 0.8),DP (0.2; 0.9),US (0.6; 0.3),
DS (0.9; 0.1). If the relay is close to the secondary user (the light

gray area), then the DF scheme improves the achievable rate. In the

dark grey areas, the presence of the relay harms the achievable rate

compared to the point-to-point rate (without the relay). Note that

the set of relay’s positions such that DF outperforms CF is always

included in the set of relay’s positions such that DF improves the

point-to-point rate.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

U
S

D
S

U
P

D
P no relay > DF

DF > no relay

Figure 3: Df vs. no relay comparison as a function of the
relay position. In the light gray area, the relay using DF is
beneficial, while in the dark gray area the presence of the
relay is harmful.

Proposition 5.5. The achievable rate with the CF relaying scheme
is always greater or equal to the point-to-point rate (without the relay).

This result follows easily by inspecting the expression of fCF
in Section 4, in which the first additive term is missing without
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the relay. Hence, the presence of the relay always improves the

secondary user’s rate when CF scheme is employed.

Finally, Figure 4 compares the secondary rate achieved with CF

and DF to the point-to-point rate (without the relay) as a func-

tion of τ ∈ [0, 1] - the tolerance percentage of the primary user

- for the setup: NR = NS = NP = 1, PP = PS = PR = 10,

UP (0.1; 0.8), DP (0.2; 0.9),US (0.2; 0.1), DS (0.5; 0.1),R(0.25; 0.1). Note
that the relay is placed close to the secondary user, thus, DF is ex-

pected to perform better than CF and/or than without the relay. At

τ = 0, the relay is not allowed to transmit and all rates are equal

to the point-to-point case. Increasing τ means that the primary

user tolerates higher rate degradation, which allows the relay to

increase its transmit power resulting in higher secondary rates. The

saturation regime is reached when the relay power equals the peak

power constraint: P∗R = PR . Also, the DF scheme performs better

than CF, in this case.
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Figure 4: DF vs. CF vs. no relay comparison as a function
of τ ∈ [0, 1]. When τ = 0, the relay is not allowed to inter-
fere at all with the primary destination and the achieved
rates equal to the point-to-point rate. When τ increases, the
tolerance of the primary user increases resulting in an in-
creased transmit power at the relay. The saturation regime
is reached when P∗R = PR .

6 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
A cognitive relay-aided network is investigated and the rate max-

imizing power allocation policies at the secondary user and its

helping relay node are provided in this paper. We introduce a QoS-

based constraint imposed by the primary user, which differs from

the more common maximum interference constraints. Surprisingly,

if the secondary user is far away from its destination, then DF

relaying outperforms CF relaying, irrespective from the system

parameters. Otherwise, DF only outperforms CF when the relay

is close to the destination (similarly to the classic relay channel).

Moreover, the relay is shown to be harmful when the DF scheme is

employed and the relay is far away from the destination (in poor

reception conditions), whereas for CF, the relay always improves

the rate of the secondary user.

All our results carry over the more general setting in which

the interfering link between the primary user and the secondary

destination is not negligible, by simply adjusting the level of the

received noise at the secondary destination. However, including

the effect of the interfering link between the secondary user and

the primary destination is non trivial and ongoing work. The main

challenge is that the shape of the resulting QoS constraint becomes

a non-convex function.

7 APPENDIX
7.1 Proof of Theorem 3.2
We distinguish two cases in function of the system parameters

and the first constraint in (8) imposed by the primary user. First,

if NP ≥ A, P∗R = 0 and the relay is not allowed to transmit. Now,

by inspecting fDF ,1 and fDF ,2, it can easily be seen that α∗ = 0.

Since for any fixed α and PR both functions are increasing in PS ,

the secondary transmitter should use its full power and P∗S = PS .
Let us consider the non trivial case in which NP < A. Note that

both functions fDF ,1 and fDF ,2 are increasing with PR (for any α
and PS fixed) and with PS (for any α and PR fixed). Also, fDF ,1 is

a decreasing function of α (for fixed PR and PS ), whereas fDF ,2
is an increasing function of α (for any fixed PR and PS ). Thus, in
order to maximize both fDF ,1 and fDF ,2, the transmit powers PS
and PR have to be set to their maximum allowed values. This leads

to P∗S = PS and P∗R = min

{
PR ,

A−NP
дRP

}
.

The remaining part of the proof is to find the optimal value of α .
Since fDF ,1 is affine and decreasing in α and fDF ,2 is increasing in

α , the optimal value of α depends of the relative position of both

functions at α = 0. Based on this, either fDF ,1 is always less than

fDF ,2 and α
∗ = 0 or there exists a unique intersection point lying

in [0, 1] (because fDF ,1 = 0 when α = 1). To sum up, the optimal

α∗ is given as

α∗ =

{
0, if

дSRP ∗
S

дPRPP+NR
≤

дSS P ∗
S+дRS P

∗
R

NS

α̂ , otherwise

(10)

where α̂ ∈ (0, 1] is the unique intersection point of fDF ,1 and fDF ,2,

or the solution to the equation fDF ,1(α , P
∗
S , P

∗
R ) = fDF ,2(α , P

∗
S , P

∗
R )

w.r.t. α ∈ (0, 1].

The analytic expression of α̂2 is given as

α̂2=
−K1

√
дSSдRSPSPR

дSRNSPS
+

√
K2

дSRNSPS

with K1 = дPRPP + NR and

K2 = K2

1
дSSдRSPSPR−дSRNSPS ((дSSPS + дRSPR )K1 − дSRNSPS ) .

7.2 Proof of Proposition 5.2
We start by briefly providing some necessary definitions and notions

on lattice coding in order to derive the CF achievable rate region.

For a full treatment on the topic, we refer the interested reader to

[25].

A lattice Λ is a discrete additive subgroup of Rn . Any point

x ∈ Rn is nested to the nearest lattice point by the lattice quantizer

QΛ as QΛ(x) = argminλ∈Λ | |x − λ | |.
The fundamental Voronoi regionV of the lattice Λ is the set of

points that are closer to the origin than to any other lattice point:
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V = {x ∈ Rn |QΛ(x) = 0}. The quantization error is obtained by

the modulo Λ operation: x mod Λ = x −QΛ(x). The second moment
per dimension σ 2(Λ) defines the average power of the lattice Λ:
σ 2(Λ) = 1

nV

∫
V

| |x | |2dx , whereV is the volume of the fundamental

Voronoi region of Λ.
Good lattice codebooks are build upon two nested lattices Λ

and Λc , where Λ ⊆ Λc . These lattices are chosen such that Λc is

Poltyrev [11]-good Λ is both Rogers [13]- and Poltyrev-good.

Encoding. Lattice-based codebooks are given as Ci = {Λci ∩
Vi }, where Λi ⊆ Λci for i ∈ {S,Q,R}, where Q denotes the quan-

tization. For i ∈ {S,R}, Λci is Poltyrev-good and Λi is both Rogers-

and Poltyrev-good whereasΛQ is Poltyrev-good andΛcQ is Rogers-

good. In the remaining of proof, ui , i ∈ {S,R, cQ} is a dither uni-

formly distributed over Vi .

The secondary user codebook is build upon nested lattices where

we chose σ 2(ΛS ) = PS to ensure the secondary user average power

constraint and ΛcS such that |CS | = 2
nRS

. During block b, the
secondary user sends cS (b) ∈ CS as

XS (b) = [cS (b) + uS (b)] mod ΛS .

The quantization codebook is build upon nested lattices where

we chose σ 2(ΛcQ ) = D. The quantization rate is given as Rq =

1

2
log

2

(
σ 2(ΛQ )

D

)
, where σ 2(ΛQ ) will be specified later on in the

proof. The relay codebook is build upon lattices where we chose

σ 2(ΛR ) = PR to ensure the secondary user average power con-

straint. Each compression index i ∈ Cq is mapped to one codeword

cR ∈ CR , that is ΛR is chosen s.t. |CR | = 2
nRq

.

During block b, the relay sends

XR (b) = [cR (I (b−1)) + uR (b)] mod ΛR .

Decoding. The quantization index during block b at the relay is

computed as

I (b) = [QcQ (βYR (b) + ucQ (b)] mod ΛQ (11)

= [βYR (b) + ucQ (b) + Eq (b)] mod ΛQ , (12)

where Eq is the quantization error and β a scaling factor that will

be specified later on in the proof.

During blockb, the primary destination receivesYP (b) = hPPXP (b)+
hRPXR (b) + ZP (b) and recovers XP by treating the message from

the relay as additional noise as long as RP ≤ C
(

дPP PP
дRP PR+NP

)
.

During block b, the secondary destination receives YS (b) =
hRSXR (b) + ZS (b). It starts by recovering the quantization index,

which is possible as long as Rq ≤ C
(
дRS PR
NS

)
.

It then estimates the received signal at the relay as

ŶR (b) = β[I (b) − ucQ (b)] mod ΛQ

(a)
= β2YR (b) + βEq (b)

where (a) requires that σ 2(ΛQ ) ≥ β2(дSRPS + дPRPP + NR ) + D.

Finally, using ŶR , the secondary destination recovers XS as long

as RS ≤ C
(

β 2дSRPS
β 2(дPRPP+NR )+D

)
.

In order to satisfy a maximum distortion of D, β is chosen

as β2 = 1 − D
дSRPS+дPRPP+NR

. This choice of β2, yields the fol-

lowing expression for σ 2(Λ2): σ
2(Λ2) = дSRPS + дPRPP + NR .

Since Rq =
1

2
log

2

(
σ 2(Λ2)
D

)
≤ C

(
дRS PR
NS

)
, D is chosen as D =

NS (дSRPS+дPRPP+NR )
дRS PR+NS

since the smallest distortion yields the largest

achievable rate.

7.3 Proof of Theorem 5.3
Let us consider separately the two cases that can arise for DF. First,

we assume that min

{ дSRP ∗
S

дPRPP+NR
;

дRS P ∗
R

NS

}
=

дSRP ∗
S

дPRPP+NR
. One can

show that f 0CF −
дSRP ∗

S
дPRPP+NR

≤ 0. This implies that CF is outper-

formed by DF in terms of achievable rate in this case.

Second, if min

{ дSRP ∗
S

дPRPP+NR
;

дRS P ∗
R

NS

}
=

дRS P ∗
R

NS
, we can show that

f 0CF −
дRS P ∗

R
NS

≤ 0, which implies here as well that CF is outper-

formed by DF.

7.4 Proof of Proposition 5.4
For DF, two cases can arise depending on the sign of the expression:

дSRP ∗
S

дPRPP+NR
−

дSS P ∗
S+дRS P

∗
R

NS
.

If

дSRP ∗
S

дPRPP+NR
≥

дSS P ∗
S+дRS P

∗
R

NS
, then the optimal α in Proposi-

tion 3.1 equals α∗ = α̂ and the achievable secondary rate is given

as R∗S = C

(
дSS P ∗

S+дRS P
∗
R+2

√
дRSдSS α̂P ∗

S P
∗
R

NS

)
. Since the following

inequalities hold

дSSP
∗
S

NS
≤

дSSP
∗
S + дRSP

∗
R

NS
<

дSSP
∗
S + дRSP

∗
R + 2

√
дRSдSSα1P

∗
SP

∗
R

NS
,

the presence of the relay improves the achievable rate of the sec-

ondary user.

If

дSRP ∗
S

дPRPP+NR
≤

дSS P ∗
S+дRS P

∗
R

NS
, then the optimal α in Proposi-

tion 3.1 equals α∗ = 0 and the achievable secondary rate is given

as R∗S = C
( дSRP ∗

S
дPRPP+NR

)
. In this case, one can have either

дSSP
∗
S

NS
≤

дSRP
∗
S

дPRPP + NR
≤

дSSP
∗
S + дRSP

∗
R

NS
,

leading to an increased achievable rate with help of the relay, or

дSRP
∗
S

дPRPP + NR
≤

дSSP
∗
S

NS
≤

дSSP
∗
S + дRSP

∗
R

NS
,

leading to a worse achievable rate than the point-to-point one

(without the relay).
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